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A commission with multiple initiatives can sequence them thoughtfully, so that
they are mutually reinforcing. Immediate changes galvanize engagement in the
process. An interchange between public officials and community members,
informed by experts, seems essential to achieve the goals of change and reckoning
with past injustice.

Arrange for an assessment that will allow planners to tailor the initiative to the
community and goals. So that the members of the commission can begin quickly,
ask a planning group to set, perhaps tentatively, goals, authority, host institution,
name, duration, staff, and other resources. Planners can then do the crucial work of
recruiting commission members and their leader, preparing them, and standing
ready to provide support.
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Executive Summary
Dozens of collaborative initiatives to advance racial equity are underway at both the state and local level and
are under discussion at the national level and in additional communities. This edition of the guide offers
promising ideas and illustrations gleaned from these new initiatives together with insights from historical and
international contexts. The focus is on government-community collaborations with multiple goals: helping
people understand the history of current racial harms, instituting changes to advance racial equity, starting the
healing, and more. For simplicity, we call these initiatives “commissions” though they may be titled as
“councils,” “task forces,” or something similar. What follows is a brief summary of each chapter in the guide.

Decide what potential changes the commission should focus on and how these
changes can be achieved. Collaborate with the community and public officials in
doing so. Consult with experts. Engage others early and often, help them
understand each other, frame the issues for those beyond the commission,
determine which should be the focus in the short and long term, build coalitions to
achieve the change and celebrate achievements.

Plan it.

The promise of government-community collaborations with multiple
goals.

Work on changes to advance equity.
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Public officials can...

The commission can then...
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Depending on community receptivity, consider completing Point 4, above, before
moving to remediation. Expand remediation options to include broad policy and
resource changes in addition to those directed to individuals and payments or
investments from both private and public sources. Consider the best way to
frame remediation to align the interests of public and community leaders. 
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Consider when to begin the work of acknowledging, apologizing, storytelling,
reducing separation, group discourse, commemoration, rituals, symbols, and more.

Reflect on how the commission should remediate past injustices. 

Work to promote healing and changes in hearts and minds in a
sequence that fits the community. 

Public officials can... 

Identify the work that remains. Help build a foundation for implementation.
Provide for measurement of results and accountability for implementing
recommendations.

Plan post-commission activities. 

Weigh the benefits and challenges of a focus on the community’s past and present
injustices, amid a focus on changing the future. Various community stakeholders
will react differently to each focus. It may help to explain to the community why
talking about the past serves everyone's interests. Expedite writing the history so
that the focus can then move to the present and a shared future. Document,
commemorate, and educate about key historical moments. 

Reflect on how to recount the history of current harm. 
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